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Question from the Tourism Industry Association of the Yukon (TIA Yukon):  
Tourism is a broad industry that intersects with many sectors and government departments – it 
touches multiple aspects of a region – from economic, to environmental, to social, and cultural.  
Tourism is dependent on the infrastructure to support transportation, such as roads and 
airports, as well as infrastructure that allows people to stay connected, such as cell reception 
and internet access. Does your Party have any plans to support and invest in the infrastructure 
needed to help tourism thrive in the Yukon and/or if elected, what are some key infrastructure 
investments for which you would advocate to help the Yukon’s tourism industry? 
 
The Green Party of Canada’s dynamic platform Vision Green has an Arctic Strategy which 
addresses the economic, environmental, and socio-cultural aspects of life in the far North. In 
addition, we advocate for blanket internet accessibility across the north. We are very much in 
favour of projects like the Dempster Fibre Project, which will provide redundancy so that one 
backhoe cannot sideline a multitude of Yukon businesses. One more way that Canada can help 
is to establish/subsidize electric airplane research and production. Projects are just taking off (!) 
and Canada can be at the forefront. Harbour Air in B.C. has been working on a small electric 
plane and Norway has embraced this technology. Imagine flying canoeists or hunters into 
remote Yukon locations with this significantly lower carbon footprint. 
 
Question from the Yukon Outfitters Association (YOA):  
International travel restrictions imposed to mitigate COVID health risks have devastated the 
Canadian and Yukon tourism industry. What multiyear federal mechanisms would you champion 
to enable the revitalization, growth and safety of the international tourism industry in the 
Yukon? 
 
I think that the Canadian Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) benefit could be modified so that it 
could act somewhat like employment insurance – used in time of need. Perhaps a 50% wage 
subsidy for a defined period (several months) in times of emergency (this would have to be 
defined but I would suggest that a pandemic would qualify). This would be ongoing. 
 
Question from the Wilderness Tourism Association of the Yukon (WTAY):  
Yukon’s wilderness tourism sector is made up of largely seasonal operations, with the majority 
of businesses operating in the summer season. These businesses are 100% visitor dependent, 
relying heavily on international visitors who book their trip anywhere from three to 12 months 
prior to their arrival. For the past two summer seasons Yukon’s wilderness tourism operators 
have carried the burden of hope that they would be able to successfully operate, however, they 
have been forced to decide between closing for the season or altering their business model and 
product offering enough to entice some local or other domestic visitation. Those that did 
operate had to contend with a wide variety of challenges such as: little to no staff support, a 



severely reduced operating season, uncertainty because of significantly reduced lead-times for 
bookings, and increased costs due to new operating protocols, safety measures, etc. While some 
operators have been able to access economic supports during COVID, the reality is two full 
summer seasons have passed where operators have not been able to generate enough revenue 
to keep their businesses alive until their next operating season; many will be forced to close for 
good unless there is continued support until such time they are able to start earning revenue 
again. Will the parties commit to continued supports for the tourism industry via programs such 
as CEWS and other current or new support programs?  
 
As mentioned in answer to the second question, I think that CEWS could be adapted to a long-
term strategy. Some friends and I paddled the Snake River in July with the help of Alkan Air; I 
know what a gem we have in the Yukon and I know how important it is to sustain our 
businesses that allow myself and other tourists to enjoy the beauty and bounty of our land and 
waters. 
 
Question from the Yukon Convention Bureau (YCB):  
YT Meeting & Conference audience is largely traveling Canadians. If 20-30% of eligible 
Canadians won't/can't vaccinate - does your party plan to find a path for those Canadian 
delegates to access travel to the Yukon?  
 
The Green Party is not calling for mandatory vaccinations; that being said, we are encouraging 
all Canadians that can be to get vaccinated. There are civil rights issues here – Air Tindi in 
Yellowknife has given examples of how mandatory vaccinations for all commercial air travel 
would be overly restrictive and counter to civil rights. But we can take many measures in 
addition to vaccination: testing, masking, carrying on with social distancing as dictated by 
circumstance. We’ve learned a lot about dealing with this virus and we’re obviously still 
learning. 
 
Question from the Yukon Historical and Museums Association (YHMA):  
Small to mid-size museums and historic sites are the backbone of tourism in rural Canada. 
Canadians recognize the value of heritage to the tourism sector: A 2020 study commissioned by 
the National Trust for Canada revealed that 60% of Canadians believe historic places are 
important for tourism because they represent places of interest for people to visit. A 2021 study 
commissioned by the Alberta Museums Association found that helping visitors and tourists 
explore a region or place was the third most commonly selected response when Canadians were 
asked to indicate the three most valuable functions of museums. How are you prepared to 
support the sustainability of Canadian museums and historic sites?  
 
I think that stable multi-year funding is the only answer; how this funding is achieved by the 
federal government is another question. Much funding for small museums would be local, with 
municipal and territorial funding as well as perhaps federal funding. I’m aware of the difficulties 
of the MacBride Museum with respect to local taxes taking a big chunk of their budget. 
However, I see a role for Heritage Canada here in helping out. Since the Department of 
Canadian Heritage has a very broad mandate, why not make reconciliation with Indigenous 



peoples a cornerstone moving forward in the 21st century? In consultation with the Association 
of First Nations, and specifically our Council of Yukon First Nations and our own YHMA, we as a 
country could be honouring past generations and providing opportunities for learning and 
employment by the creation (where appropriate) and enhancement of local First Nations-
operated museum facilities. 
 
Question from the Klondike Visitors Association (KVA):  
Tourism operators continue to experience a record labour shortage due to Covid-19 related 
challenges. How do you envision the federal government supporting the return of labour to 
Yukon tourism sector jobs?  
 
Adequate housing seems to be the biggest limiting factor here; it certainly is in Dawson. Covid-
19 pandemic didn’t create this shortage of housing for tourism employees, and shortages will 
remain whether we have health emergencies or not. Perhaps establishing another hostel could 
be facilitated, in discussion with the KVA and other stakeholders. Perhaps a seasonal “tent city” 
could be set up on appropriate land, with wall tents, a bathhouse on skids and a central 
shed/office/firepit. In other communities, we would work with First Nations and municipalities 
or local advisory councils to identify opportunities for housing. The Green Party of Canada 
proposes implementing a National Housing Strategy. We can enact legislation to ensure that 
real estate is not being “flipped” constantly, like shares on the stock market.  
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